
Gender Bender is the first festival of its kind in India that
showcases new works of art around gender, as a concept,
discourse, construct, and as art itself. What started out as a
grantee showcase festival has, over the last five years, grown
into a much needed and recognised space for conversations on
gender with artists and audiences alike.  The Gender Bender
Festival showcases the works created from the grant
provided, as well as a set of curated performances, talks,
seminars, exhibitions and workshops centered around
gender. 

The festival aims to contribute to the ever-evolving
understanding of gender and its implications, to help produce
works that re-examine and re-imagine the concept.

***This year's festival will take place when the current crisis
has passed, therefore we urge you not to limit your ideas
while applying. (Requesting you to think beyond our current
COVID-19 imposed restrictions).

Gender Bender is a joint project of Sandbox Collective
and the Goethe-Institut / Max Mueller Bhavan. Gender
Bender is conceived, conceptualised, and curated by
Sandbox Collective.

What is Gender Bender?

Who can apply
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We invite applications from artists and individuals working in
the field of arts to create new and original work around the
idea of gender. You are encouraged to approach this theme in
a critical way, in relation to your own perspective. The artistic
contributions can take any form of expression across different
media - from dance to drawing, from photography to pottery,
mixed media to mime, and everything in-between, so long as it
is new work that can be presented, performed, screened, or
exhibited to an audience.
Former Gender Bender grantees are not eligible to apply.



Jury
An independent panel, comprising of eminent individuals in
the arts, will shortlist the projects to be supported. Selected
applicants will be informed by October 5, 2020.

When
Selected projects will be presented in Bangalore between
December 3 and 6, 2020. While it is our intention to conduct
the festival as planned, there could be unforeseen changes
as a consequence of the COVID-19 crisis. The selected
grantees and the general public will be updated as and
when required, in case of any changes in the project
timelines or format.

  A maximum grant amount of INR 50,000 towards the
creation of the work, awarded at the discretion of the
panel with due reference to your proposal and budget.
And an additional INR 5000 for documentation. 

How to apply
Fill in the application form Gender Bender 2020
Application Form. 

If English is not your preferred language, you could send
an application in your language.

Deadline:  September 15, 2020

The Gender Bender grant
includes

sandboxcollective.projects@gmail.com
sandboxcollective.org 
goethe.de/bangalore

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe4PaQ_Cm7-gWIyxHqre4DrxyT8zbE9wvu3VzSlll5CsssM_A/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/104Xse9L9BlRsYlK-uTUEp_P2YKdm6a6XfPCLGXRgIYU/edit
http://gmail.com/
http://sandboxcollective.org/
http://goethe.de/bangalore

